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Abstract
The Laser Triggered Switch Program at Sandia National Laboratories is an intensive development study to understand and optimize the laser triggered gas switch
(LTGS) for the Z-Refurbishment (ZR) project. The laser triggered gas switch is the
final command-triggered switch in the machine, and reliability and performance of
the switch is crucial. A modified LTGS trigger section with optical viewing windows
perpendicular to the laser propagation is used to analyze a laser induced plasma spark
in SF6 gas in order to quantify parameters such as spark length and plasma temperature. The laser spark is created through a focusing lens by the fourth-harmonic
(266nm) of a 5ns FWHM pulsed Nd:YAG laser with 30mJ maximum energy output.
Several diagnostic methods are used to analyze the laser spark. Visible spark length
measurements are made using a lens system mounted to a CCD camera at gas pressures ranging from sub-atmosphere to four atmospheres. Differing lenses are com-
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pared to determine an optimal focal length for a given gas pressure and laser energy.
The visible length of the laser induced plasma channel is used as an indicator of
the ability of a spark to trigger a switch at a given gas pressure and charge voltage.
As a rule of thumb, the visible spark length must be at least 30% of the electrode
gap spacing to produce acceptable switch run-time and jitter. Schlieren imaging and
electrical length measurements using a capacitive probe are also used to obtain laser
induced spark lengths. Spectroscopy is used to estimate laser plasma temperature
from which plasma resistivity is calculated.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Sandia National Laboratories Laser Triggered Gas Switch (LTGS) program is a focused research program evaluating the observed performance and reliability issues
regarding a high pressure, SF6 gas, laser triggered switch. The study is performed on
two test stand modules designated Z20 and STB; the latter of which performs switch
testing and analysis on a smaller scale than Z20 . The switch is designed to hold off
high voltage (goal to meet programmatic requirements is more than 6.2MV) at low
inductance and pass high current. The combined results from these two systems
contribute to the continuing redevelopment of laser triggered switches and form the
basis for this thesis.
Although more than twenty years of switch studies have been conducted at Sandia
National Laboratories, re-evaluation of design and fundamental switch knowledge
was required for the ZR upgrade project to produce a highly reliable, low jitter,
6MV gas switch by the 2007 re-commissioning of ZR [1]. The laser triggered gas
switch is the last command triggered switch in the power flow system and its correct
functioning and reliability are paramount. These requirements led to the formation
of a team, spearheaded by Sandia National Laboratories, and in conjunction with
several universities, to study the physics associated with laser triggered gas switches.
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Initially Z20 and STB testing identified several subsets of switch failure to include:
• surface breakdown of the gas-plastic interface
• reduction in laser trigger optical energy due to debris on optical elements
• run-time and jitter of the switch after triggering
Of these failures, excessive jitter in the closing time of the switch, has been determined to be a critical issue, leading to the desire for analysis of the laser plasma
spark within the trigger section. To this end, the research conducted only focused
on the generation of a laser plasma spark within the trigger section in a laboratory
setup. Measuring the length of this laser induced plasma channel while methodically altering system variables such as the SF6 gas pressure, the lens focal length,
and laser energy, important to gas switching in general, but relevant to the ZR gas
switch design concept, was the heart of this research. The diagnostic methods used
to investigate the laser induced plasma included: visual CCD camera imaging, spectroscopy, Schlieren imaging, and a capacitance diagnostic probe, all of which are
discussed in detail in subsequent sections.
Visual observation of the laser spark became a concern when a noticeable decrease
in SF6 gas quality was accompanied by a dramatic decrease in laser spark intensity
while monitored switch run-times increased. The laser spark is observed by an optical monitor external to the switch housing located in several feet of transformer
oil. Without a direct,un-obstructed view of the trigger section (in which observed
brightness of the laser spark is the key indicator of alignment and attenuation problems), not much could be deduced about the state of the laser spark as far as length
and radial dimension are concerned.
In line with the prerogative to devote time and energy to the basic science of laser
triggered gas switches, a laboratory apparatus was constructed using STB components; acrylic housings, metal end plates and electrodes. A full description of the
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construction of the setup is given in following chapters.
With respect to the full switch studies, both Z20 and STB gas switches are comprised of two separate acrylic envelopes with a common gas volume.1 One encloses
the trigger section, the other encloses the cascade section. The sections are separated by a trigger plate which supports the trigger cathode electrode. The switch is
held together, compressively, by twelve 1” diameter nylon rods capped at the ends
by metal plates. Original internal design2 components include hemispherical trigger electrodes, where the positive electrode contains a hole through which the laser
beam enters. The beam is focused midway between the two electrodes where laser
breakdown of the SF6 gas takes place given sufficient laser energy. A model of a Z20
laser triggered gas switch is shown in figure 1.1.
K.R. LeChien [8] chronicled the history of gas switching leading up to the development of the laser triggered gas switch currently being investigated. Improvements
are constantly being made, which require experimental data as proof of performance.
However, several parameters of the gas switch will remain constant for the near term
and well into the commissioning of the ZR machine. One of these is the Nd:YAG,
266 nm, laser that is currently used in several gas switch studies being conducted
at Sandia National Laboratories and several of the collaborating universities. It is
the hope of this author that the information contained in this work will serve as a
reference for laser triggered studies and assist in the knowledge base being built at
Sandia National Laboratories concerning laser triggered gas switching.

1 albeit

of different radii: STB→12” OD, Z20 →14” OD
the time of writing several trigger switch components have been altered from original
design, including the electrode shape, material and dimension.
2 At
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Figure 1.1: Model representation of a Z20 laser triggered gas switch (excerpted from
[1]). The switch is cylindrically symmetric.

4

Chapter 2
Background

2.1

Gas Switching Fundamentals

Paschen’s law states that breakdown voltage for a given gap distance is a function
of the product of gas pressure and gap distance given by the usually non-linear
relationship:
Vb = f (pd)

(2.1)

where p is pressure and d is the distance between electrodes. An empirical correction
factor, γ, must be applied for gases such as SF6 due to its strong electronegative
properties. γ is the Townsend secondary ionization coefficient which represents the
net secondary electrons produced per incident photon, positive ion or excited particle.
In strongly electronegative gases such as SF6 , γ can be as low as 10−4 or less due to
strong attachment of the SF6 − ion. It is Paschen’s law that describes the behavior and
predictability of gas switches over the pressure regimes (low pressure, high pressure,
etc.) in which they are to operate. It is important to note, however, that there are
many other parameters, such as electrode surface irregularities, particle impurities,
and stray radiation, that could effect breakdown randomly. In addition there are
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~
parameters such as E-field
uniformity and method of charging (pulsed vs. static)
that must be taken into consideration [8]. Paschen curves (plots of voltage vs. pd)
reveal a minimum breakdown voltage for a given gas, gas pressure and gap distance.
The shape and location of the minimum on the Paschen curve will also depend on the
geometry of the electrodes. A typical Paschen curve, for air, is shown in figure 2.1.
Figure 2.3 shows empirically derived Paschen curves for SF6 overlaying a Paschen
curve for air. It can be seen in figure 2.3 that the right side of the Paschen curve is
nearly linear over the range shown for SF6 . It is in this region of higher pressures that
typical high-voltage gas switches operate. Experimentally determining a self-break

Figure 2.1: Paschen curve for air (excerpted from Schneider Electric ”Cahier Technique” no. 198 [2])

curve, see figure 2.2, for a given switch gap configuration is critically important in
realizing a desired jitter and operating range prior to triggering, in any manner, a
gas switch. Once this is found, depending on reliability requirements, the switch
is typically operated at a voltage that is 70-90% of the self break voltage (denoted
as Vself break ) at that pressure. This allows a triggered switch to maintain a low
jitter, while at the same time, maintaining a low probability of a self break prior to
triggering (pre-fire). There are constraints when a certain current output is desired,

6
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this places a heavy emphasis on the voltage that the switch must be charged to,
leading to small gas pressure operating ranges [9].
It is important to note that there are other parameters such as electrode surface
irregularities, gas particle impurities and stray radiation that could affect breakdown.
The use of SF6 gas as an insulating medium and the effects of pressure on various
charge geometries (point-plane, sphere-plane, sphere-sphere, etc.) with respect to
electrode materials has been investigated through the investigation of the avalanche
breakdown process and streamer formation in which an insulating gas becomes a
conducting medium through an initiating ionization process [10, 11, 12]. With respect
to the present work, SF6 gas pressure is looked at solely as a parameter affecting laser
spark plasma generation and not the electrical breakdown process.

Figure 2.2: Z-20 self break curve showing linear breakdown strength at low pressure
and a greater spread at high pressure (excerpted from [1])

7
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Figure 2.3: Paschen curve for SF6 as calculated by several authors: A: Schreier1964, B: Bhalla and Craggs-1964, C: Howard-1967, D: Cohen-1956, E: Kuffel and
Radwan-1966, F: Kuffel and Radwan-1966 G: Broken line for air (excerpted from
[3])

2.2

Laser Triggered Gas Switching

High voltage, high current, precise triggering is of prime importance to pulsed power
systems. Many different switch and triggering configurations have been developed.
These include trigatrons, field distortion gaps, electron beam triggered, optically
triggered, and explosively triggered switches.
Shortly after the first report of laser breakdown phenomena by Maker et. al. in
1963, studies of laser triggered gas switches began. Guenther and Bettis, as early as
1967 [13], were performing laser triggered spark gap studies. They, however, were
constrained to the use of available visible or infrared lasers, which exhibited large
switch jitter because of the high statistical variation in spark formation. This variance was created due to breakdown only being achieved when the laser was focused
directly onto an electrode [14]. High energy density, electrical isolation of the laser
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from the switch high voltage and low breakdown conduction times are characteristic of lasers that are used as a trigger source for a gas switch operating below Vsb .
As mentioned earlier an alternative method commonly used, prior to the laser, and
still in use today, is the trigatron. The laser ionizes the gas creating an avalanche
mechanism, or streamer formation, leading to uniform breakdown axially along the
focus of the laser. The trigatron utilizes a conductive rod protruding into the spark
gap; corona ionization, localized around the head of the rod, initiates break down
in a non-uniform and conduction time increased manner. As noted by Moriarity et.
al. [15] there is a broader voltage range over which laser triggering is reliable as
compared to a trigatron arrangement.
It is interesting to note that SF6 gas has the highest voltage standoff of almost all
gases, with the exception of some fluorocarbons (Freon), yet has a low breakdown
threshold for short-wavelength laser irradiation [16]. Long-wave radiation triggering
of spark gaps requires multiphoton generated free electrons present in the gas, a
statistically low probability given the high electro-negativity of SF6 gas [16]. Switch
triggering studies have been conducted in different UV wavelength regimes using
varying types of lasers (rare gas, KrF to solid state, Nd:Yag) with wide ranges of
available laser energy. The ionization process of the SF6 gas molecule when irradiated by UV laser light is a multi-photon process, given that each 266nm (laser
wavelength used in this study) photon has 4.66eV and the first ionization potential
of SF6 is 15.34eV. At the incitation of gaseous breakdown by a laser the ionization processes are multiphoton absorption and inverse bremsstrahlung or cascade
(avalanche) collisional ionization [17]. As noted by [18] the two most important
components are multiphoton and cascade ionization in which multiphoton absorption creates free electrons in the gas which leads to the cascade process; a collisional
absorption of radiation by atoms or ions by these free electrons until breakdown occurs. Competing processes include diffusion and recombination.
Laser light in the ultra-violet (UV) is predominately used as the trigger source for
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high-voltage gas switches. The gaseous breakdown relationship between SF6 and
the UV wavelengths is a prime factor in choosing the operating wavelength of the
laser. Other than wavelength, there are geometry and beam parameters that not
only define the laser beam [4] but are relevant to the gaseous breakdown process:
Pulse width : The FWHM (full-width half maximum) measurement of each output
pulse of the laser, usually this parameter is specified by the manufacturer but
can be checked with a fast photodiode. Effects of which are explained below.
Energy : A parameter that is set by the laser used (in this work 30mJ maximum)
and as shown by [19] to have an effect on switch run-time and jitter by (shown
in this work) increasing the laser induced spark length with increasing energy.
Beam waist : A Gaussian beam propagating in free space will have a minimum
value at some point, ω(z), along the beam axis known as the beam waist ω0
which is typically defined as the radius given that gaussian beams are symmetrical about the axis. For a given λ, at a distance along the axis z, the beam
spot size can be calculated by:
r
z2
ω(z) = ω0 1 +
z0
where z0 =

πω02
is defined as the origin of the z-axis and coincides with the
λ

beam waist.
Divergence : The half-angle θ at which a laser beam diverges from the beam waist,
λ
ω0 . Divergence is defined as θ =
. As illustrated in figure 2.4
πω0
Beam parameter product : The BPP of a Gaussian beam is the product of the
beams divergence θ and waist size ω0 . The BPP of a real beam is the product of
the beams minimum diameter and far-field divergence. The commonly accepted
beam quality factor of a laser, M 2 , is then the ratio of the BPP of the real beam
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Figure 2.4: Parameters of a Gaussian beam showing the divergence full-angle Θ,
Rayleigh range b and the measured beam radius ω0 at e12 value (excerpted from [4])

and the BPP of an ideal Gaussian beam. An ideal gaussian has an M 2 of 1, all
real beams have an M 2 of greater than 1; how close a real beam approaches 1
is a measure of the quality of the beam.

The above equations and beam parameters describe an ideal gaussian beam, when
in fact all lasers deviate from this in some manner, necessitating a characterization
of the laser used in each laser triggered gas switch study. It has been postulated
that the quality of the laser beam and the amount of abberations induced by system
optics or introduced manually1 would have an appreciable effect on the laser spark
either affirmatively or detrimentally [20].
In laser triggering work at Sandia National Laboratories [19], a comparison was made
between a KrF laser operating at 248nm with a FWHM pulse of 20ns and a quadrupled Nd:YAG laser operating at 266nm with a FWHM pulse width of 2ns (similar
to the laser parameters in use for this work). Data showed the Nd:YAG laser having
greater jitter and switch delay as compared to the KrF laser at equivalent energies,
leading to the notion that the pulse width of the triggering laser should be kept on
the same scale as the closure time of the gap; this result was confirmed in later stud1 By

the use of a confocal lens, induced spherical aberrations or other beam distortion
mechanism
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ies [21] when two wavelengths from the same laser (Nd:YAG 1064nm fundamental
and fourth harmonic 266(nm) with pulse widths of 2 and 4ns respectively were studied. Mentioned, but not evaluated, is the laser parameter beam quality; however, in
previously mentioned KrF studies by Woodworth et. al. [5], laser beam divergence
was addressed in the context of spark formation. The original KrF laser at 200mJ
produced 1-2mm arcs with a beam divergence of 5mrad. After an oscillator-amplifier
system was built, the laser was spatially filtered, injected into an unstable resonator
cavity containing the amplifier, triple-passed through it to output a low beam divergence angle that was decreased to approximately 200 µrad at 120mJ. Using 40%
less laser energy a spark was created that bridged the full 45mm spark gap.
Experiments conducted by Evans and Morgan [22] on the discrete nature of laser
induced breakdown noted the effects of spherical aberration introduced by lenses in
the system on the spark formation. Aberration effects are not considered in this
work. In terms of laser interaction with SF6 gas previous studies by Woodworth
et. al. [5] explored laser induced breakdown in SF6 as a function of gas pressure,
defining breakdown as a ”visible spark” as compared to a pre-determined threshold of laser energy attenuation [16]. Using a KrF laser tuned to wavelengths from
190nm to 345nm, breakdown was found for varying energies at gas pressures up to
4+ atmospheres as can be seen in figure 2.5.
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Figure 2.5: Laser power required for breakdown in SF6 as a function of UV wavelength and SF6 gas pressure (excerpted from [5])

2.3
2.3.1

Gas Switching Diagnostics
Spectroscopy

Spectroscopy is a method used to separate and measure the relative intensity of the
wavelengths of light emitted from the substance under investigation. Spectroscopy
is comprised of a spectrograph and its associated components; slit, mirrors and
diffraction grating, along with a CCD camera to record the spectra. The diffraction
grating is the key element of a spectrograph, it being the dispersive element that
separates the incoming light into its constitutive wavelengths. The dispersion of a
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diffraction grating is given by the grating equation:
nλ = d(sin θi + sin θd )

(2.2)

where n is the order of diffraction, λ is wavelength and d is the distance between
grooves etched into the grating. The angles sinθi and sinθd are the angle of incident
light and the angle of diffracted light from the normal respectively. Most gratings are
blazed which is a process of cutting the grooves in a grating at a certain angle (the
blaze angle). At this angle light intensity is preferentially reflected from the grating

Figure 2.6: Typical diffraction grating (excerpted from [6])

into a given order (typically the first). Figure 2.6 depicts a typical diffraction grating. Figure 2.7 shows the basic set-up of a Czerny-Turner spectrograph from Andor
Technologies much like the one used in this work.
Spectroscopic measurements of laser induced breakdown has been studied extensively, especially with respect to ablation on or near surfaces. In addition spectroscopy of electrical breakdown due to an initiating laser induced spark has also been
investigated using SF6 doped with other gases that would produce intense emission
lines for use in Stark broadening for density measurements along with emission line
intensity ratios for temperature measurements. With the exception of [5], missing
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Figure 2.7: Andor Technology’s Czerny-Turner basic spectroscopy unit (excerpted
from [6])

from literature is spectroscopic data of the laser induced spark without the associated electrical breakdown in laboratory grade (99.99% pure) SF6 gas.
Interferometric studies of twenty different combinations of spark gap gases including
pure SF6 showed much the same problem as with spectroscopy [23]; that gases with
a concentration of more that 40% SF6 emitted a large amount of broadband light,
which was unable to be analyzed by interferometry 2 . Spectroscopy will be addressed
in the results section of this work.

2 Given

the probe laser wavelength used in their study
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2.3.2

Laser Schlieren

There are several conventional methods used to image phase objects:
• Interferometry
• Shadowgraph
• Schlieren
Laser schlieren imaging is used to obtain visual information on the refractive index
gradients produced by the laser induced spark. The use of schlieren imaging is twofold; first, it is a non-invasive probing technique. Secondly, it is only possible to
measure the intensity of a wavefront, not the phase, with the human eye, film or
appropriate detectors.
The schlieren technique is both a simple and powerful tool. The basic setup is
shown in figure 3.10 consisting of a probe beam (Tempest-10 laser), collimating lens,
schlieren producing phase object (laser induced spark), a beam block and imaging
source (either a screen or CCD camera). It can be shown that an optical inhomogeneity in 2D refracts light rays in proportion to the gradients of refractive index
[24] given by:
L ∂n
,
n0 ∂x
L ∂n
εy =
n0 ∂y

εx =

(2.3)

where n0 is the refractive index of the medium in which the schlieren is created
and εx and εy are the angles of refraction induced by the changing medium index
on the probe beam. The above equations demonstrate that Schlieren images are
representative of the first spatial derivative of the gradient. There are advantages
and drawbacks to using a laser as the light source for schlieren imaging. Some of
them described by Settles [24] are as follows:
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Phase object
Image plane

Collimated probe beam

Beam block

Figure 2.8: Geometrical representation of a schlieren set-up. Portions of the incoming
collimated probe beam is refracted by the laser spark (phase object), the un-refracted
rays are blocked by some method (knife edge or other beam block) resulting in an
image where change of index of refraction is represented by brightness.

Geometric-optical description of the results breaks down Fringing due to excessive coherence can occur obscuring the traditional bright band caused by the
schlieren object.
Very small focal spot is produced at the schlieren cutoff Vertical smearing of
the schlieren image can occur when a knife edge is used at the focal spot.
High energy density burns optics in the cutoff plane Care must be taken with
the schlieren image magnification or de-magnification imaging.
The advantages are:
• Avoidance of chromatic aberrations effects
• Fast pulsing in the nanosecond regime → high time resolution
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• Intense light emission → high signal-to-noise ratio

There are ways to minimize the negative effects of using lasers as a schlieren light
source. The knife edge can be replaced by a graded index filter; clean, scratch
free optics must be used and the coherence can be reduced by the use of a phase
randomizer.
A consequence of attempting to take schlieren images of a laser induced spark is the
time scales of the useful plasma lifetime, necessitating the use of another laser with
a pulse width, at minimum, of the same scale as the laser used to initiate the spark
plasma, if not shorter.

2.3.3

Capacitive Diagnostic

Electrical length of a laser induced plasma spark is obtained via a diagnostic that
measures the displacement current caused by the altered coupling capacitance from
the rapidly-created conducting plasma. The basic concept is shown in figure 2.9 in
which a spark formed in a cylinder can be approximated as a coaxial line with an
associated capacitance between inner conductor (laser spark) and outer conductor
(copper tube). The associated circuit model is shown in figure 2.10. The capacitance
contains information about the laser spark such as length, l, and diameter, a, given
by the equation for coaxial capacitance (assuming the plasma is constant diameter
and is long compared to the diameter):
C=

2πεl
b
ln
a

(2.4)

where b is the cylinder ID and ε is the permittivity of free space.
The parameters such as spark length and diameter are calculated by translating the
spark through the cylinder gap as shown in figure 2.11 and matching the plot of
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Figure 2.9: Spark in a coaxially line arrangement. Excerpted with permission [7].

spark capacitance relative to spark position with a similar plot generated by a 2dimensional, static electric field solver program [25]. The plot comparisons allows
spark length to be found within the range of ± 1mm. Spark diameter is found
by the magnitude of the capacitance when the spark is centered in the gap [7].
This diagnostic measures an effective electrical spark length and diameter based on
conductivity, while the optical diagnostic measurements give an effective spark length
based on a different set of thresholds.
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Figure 2.10: Circuit model of the capacitive diagnostic. Excerpted with permission
[7].

Figure 2.11: Illustration of spark transversal across cylinder gap. Spark length and
diameter must be separable in order to measure both. Excerpted with permission
[7].
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The experimental set up consisted of a modified Switch Test Bed (STB) acrylic
gas switch trigger housing with electrodes, a New Wave Research Inc. Tempest-10
Nd:YAG laser and associated optical components. The trigger section switch envelope inner diameter is 25.4cm, a height of 12.7cm by 2.54cm thick polished acrylic.
The thickness is required to due to the pressure of the SF6 gas that is used in actual
switch operations and therefore the same as in the laboratory setting. During laser
spark plasma studies, in order to maintain a direct, relevant link to the switch program, parameters were kept within the operating range of an actual ZR prototype
switch such as SF6 gas as the medium in which laser plasma was generated. Gas pressure was confined to within the operating ranges of STB and Z20 and focusing lenses
were chosen that would be mechanically feasible to employ in a given ZR switch configuration. Figure 3.1 shows the assembled modified STB trigger section for the study
of laser induced plasma sparks in SF6 gas. The modified trigger section utilizes many
full switch components in a condensed apparatus that will allow full laser triggered
SF6 pressure (up to 4 atmospheres) spark generation and yet not require all components such as the cascade section and its acrylic envelope. Components used from
the full switch are two metal end plates, one acrylic trigger envelope, hemispherical
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Figure 3.1: Top down view of laboratory switch for study of laser induced plasma
spark. Switch components are standard STB components with the exception of modified compression rods and custom acrylic laser envelope with two 76.2mm viewing
windows.

electrodes with both tungsten and brass inserts and nylon compression rods cut to
fit the shortened length of the test apparatus. As can be seen in figure 3.2, a trigger envelope was designed with two 76.2mm window mounts, giving approximately
a 53.3mm diameter viewable area perpendicular to the incident laser beam, which
is slightly larger than the 45.7mm gap between two hemispherical electrodes when
both are installed. The optical viewing windows solve multiple issues with analyzing
the laser spark. For CCD imaging, distortion caused by viewing through the curved,
polished, 25.4mm thick, standard trigger envelope is eliminated. For schlieren and
shadowgraph imaging the probe beam must have un-perturbed access to the laser
spark and for spectroscopy, the acrylic housing attenuates UV wavelength, whereas
the optical windows used were BK7 (transmission range: 330nm → 2100nm) and
UV-grade fused silica (transmission range: 200nm → 2500nm).
The Tempest-10 laser is a flash lamp-pumped, Q-switched, Nd:YAG, near-infrared
(1064nm) fundamental wavelength laser. It is operated, for the purpose of laser
triggering, in the UV-wavelength regime by employing harmonic generating crystals
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Figure 3.2: Drawing of the custom acrylic trigger envelope designed for optical diagnostics on the laser induced plasma spark.

to output the fourth harmonic at 266nm. Higher order harmonics are separated
and dumped to a heat sink by dichroic mirrors within the head of the laser [26]. A
Galilean beam expander is attached to the output head of the laser increasing beam
diameter from ∼ 5mm to ∼ 12mm. Tempest-10 performance specifications are given
in Table 3.1 [26]. Generation of the laser spark, whether for CCD imaging, capacitance diagnostic, spectroscopy or Schlieren imaging, consisted of the same basic
setup as shown in figure 3.3. The Tempest-10 outputs a 3-6ns FWHM pulse, based
on individual laser characteristics and output wavelength measured, to a 45◦ turning
mirror M1, to the focusing lens L1 (500mm, 750mm, 1m focal length, respectively),
through an optical window in the laser tube (required for longer focal length lenses
to avoid laser damage to window), in through the trigger electrode, to the center
region between electrodes (spark gap) where the laser is focused and the plasma created. The 45◦ turning mirror is anti-reflectively coated 80-20, 80% of the laser light
is reflected and incident upon the switch, the remaining 20% passes through the lens
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Energy
Energy stability a
P ulse widthb
Beam divergencec
Beam pointing d
Jitter
Beam diameter
a Pulse-to-pulse

532nm
±3.5%
3 − 5ns
< 1mrad
< 1mrad
±0.5ns
∼ 5mm

266nm
±7%
3 − 5ns
< 1mrad
< 1mrad
±0.5ns
∼ 5mm

for 98% of shots after 30

minute warm up
b Full width half maximum
c Full angle for 1 point
e2
d Full angle for 1 point
e2

Table 3.1: Tempest-10 laser performance specifications for the two operating wavelengths used in this study

to an energy meter, designated meter 1, giving an accurate measure (± 1% as per
manufacturers specifications) of laser energy per pulse delivered to the switch. For
a majority of experiments the far electrode was removed, a hole drilled through the
trigger plate and the diverging laser beam, after the focus, passing through another
laser tube and window to a laser energy meter, designated meter 2, which measures
laser energy not consumed or scattered by plasma generation.

3.1

CCD Imaging

Visible spark imaging was deemed to be the first step in laser spark analysis. The
basis for this decision was: one, the lack of visible access to the laser spark created
for triggering in both the STB and Z20 switch studies and two, that visible spark
lengths are used as a measure of the reliability of the triggering of a gas switch at a
given gas pressure and charge voltage. From past switch studies and experience it has
been determined that the laser spark must cover 10-30% of the trigger gap in order to
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Energy
meter 2

UV grade fused
silica window
2" Ɏ

Laser tube

UV grade fused
silica window
3" Ɏ
BK7 window
3" Ɏ

Laser tube
UV grade fused
silica window
2" Ɏ
L1

Energy
meter 1
80-20 Mirror
M1

Tempest-10 laser
266 nm

Figure 3.3: Illustration of the laboratory setup for the generation of a laser spark in
pressurized SF6 .

cause large field enhancement and achieve acceptable run-times on the order of 10ns.
Both STB and Z20 switches are immersed in used transformer oil ( which has low
optical transmissivity) as the switch operating voltages are in the mega-volt regime.
An optical diagnostic in the switch oil tank of Z20 gave some indication of laser spark
intensity during alignment but no true image of the spark was observable. During
switch testing on both STB and Z20 leading up to the development of the laboratory
gas switch test bench, a gradual decrease in observed brightness was noticed along
with increased trigger run-times indicating a reduction in laser spark length and
intensity [9]. The configuration for generation and image capture of the laser spark
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for CCD imaging is illustrated in figure 3.5. Also shown is a photograph of the CCD
Meter 2

BK7 window
CCD camera

Telephoto lens
system

L1

Meter 1

80-20 Mirror
M1

Tempest-10 laser
266 nm

Figure 3.4: CCD imaging illustration showing laser spark generation components
and associated imaging arrangement.

imaging setup. An SBIG Astronomical Instruments ST-8XMEI thermoelectricity
cooled CCD camera, figure 3.6, is used to capture visible laser spark images. The
CCD is a Kodak KAF-1603ME + TI TC-237 with a 1320 X 1024 array of 9 X
9 micron pixels, for a total array size of 13.8 X 9.2mm. The electromechanical
shutter on the camera allows exposure times as low as .12 seconds. Typical laser
spark images were time-integrated long exposure, 1 second shutter times. The CCD
camera and associated lens arrangement were positioned facing the optical windows,
perpendicular to the incident laser and subsequent spark. The laser spark being the
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Figure 3.5: Photograph of laboratory setup for visible spark imaging.

object, an imaging system of lenses were chosen using the basic image equation given
by:

1
1
1
=
+
f ocal length
object image

(3.1)

Using appropriately chosen lenses and distances we are able to image the full 53.3mm
viewable area of the electrode gap and spark available through the optical windows.
Table 3.2 shows the f-number lenses and respective SF6 pressure for which images
were attained.
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Figure 3.6: Andor Technology iStar CCD camera

10psig
20psig
30psig
500mm 500mm 500mm
750mm 750mm 750mm
1000mm 1000mm 1000mm

40psig
500mm
750mm
1000mm

50psig
500mm
750mm
1000mm

60psig
500mm
750mm
1000mm

Table 3.2: CCD images obtained for each f-number lens at each SF6 gas pressure

3.2

Spectroscopy

With the exception of the UV grade fused silica optical window from which the
spectrometer imaged the laser spark. The setup for spectroscopic measurements is
similar in construct to CCD imaging and is shown in figure 3.8. Spectroscopy of
the laser spark plasma was accomplished with the use of an Andor Technology iStar
ICCD camera and Shamrock spectrograph [27]. The iStars detector head is a thermoelectrically cooled CCD with an array of 1024 pixels. Figure 3.8 is a photograph
of the actual setup showing the gas switch along with the spectrometer facing the
fused silica window. In between the optical window and the spectrometer is a short
focal length, 25mm diameter, collecting lens that imaged the spark onto the spectrometer slit. The slit is 50µm wide and 3mm high, oriented in the vertical direction,
orthogonal to the laser induced spark. This orientation was a matter of convenience
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Meter 2

L2

UV grade fused
silica window

Spectrometer

CCD

L1

Meter 1

Tempest-10 laser
266 nm

80-20 Mirror
M1

Figure 3.7: Illustration of the laser spark plasma spectroscopy setup.

as the CCD was a single array, non-imaging device, nothing was to be gained by
attempting to image the entire laser spark length onto the slit.
In order to calibrate the spectrometer two different wavelength lamps were used.
One was an Oriel 75 Watt Xenon lamp with an output wavelength of 280nm to 600nm
NIST calibrated by the Eppley Laboratory, Incorporated. Spectral irradiance values
were provided by Eppley. The second calibration source was a Tungsten Halogen
lamp with a broader spectral range centered more in the visible wavelengths. Calibration methods and relative spectra are discussed in the results. Two lamps were
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Figure 3.8: Photograph of spectroscopy setup showing gas switch, Shamrock spectrometer along with attached CCD camera and small collecting lens to image spark
to spectrometer slit.

required to calculate a response curve for the spectrometer from UV wavelengths to
the near infrared as a means of covering the entire range of spectra in which spectral
lines could be observed with the equipment used.

3.3

Shadowgraph and Schlieren Imaging

For shadowgraph and schlieren imaging an additional Tempest-10 laser was used
as the probe light source. The laser operated in the visible green spectrum at 532
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Figure 3.9: Bench top illustration of setup for schlieren and shadowgraphic imaging.
Shadowgraph images are obtained by removing the beam block or knife edge.

nm by removing the final set of fourth harmonic (266nm) generating crystals in the
laser head. Figure 3.9 illustrates the bench top setup for schlieren and shadowgraphic
image capture. The spark generation setup is identical to that used in CCD imaging.
The probe beam set up for schlieren and shadowgraph imaging start with lens L2 and
a 300mm focal length lens (L3) used to achieve the proper beam waist size for spatial
filtering. Spatial filtering of the laser beam was an important step in the schlieren
imaging process. The un-filtered laser beam contained random spatial variation in
the intensity pattern making determination of schlieren produced gradients in the
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image plane difficult at best. The spatial filter size was determined by lens L2, the
output beam diameter (12mm) from the laser beam expander and wavelength given
by the following equation:
P =

2.54λf1
2ω0

(3.2)

Following spatial filtering the probe beam must be highly collimated as any divergence will not be blocked by the knife edge or other beam block placed in the focal
plane of the schlieren lens. These rays will instead be imaged along with the schlieren
perturbed beams producing a misleading image. This collimation is accomplished by
lenses L2 and L3 whose ratio also determines the final diameter of the probe beam
as it is turned by mirror M2 into the gas switch and across the laser generated spark
(the schlieren or phase object).
D = 2ω0

f1
f2

(3.3)

Mirror M3 turns the probe beam to lens L4 (schlieren lens) which focuses both the
refracted and un-deviated light rays as shown in figure 3.10. Schlieren imaging is
accomplished by blocking the un-deviated focused rays and allowing the schlieren
perturbed rays to be imaged un-obstructed. The object used to block the focus is a
metal tube of appropriate diameter (just enough to block the focused spot size) placed
horizontally to the probe beam. Assuming an orthogonal 3-axis system the strongest
gradients of a laser spark oriented along the z-axis (same axis as the spark generating
laser) will be in the perpendicular to the spark along the y-axis. Positioning of the
focus blocking object horizontally (along x-axis of image) will allow phase differences
caused by gradients orthogonal to laser propagation to show up as brightness in the
image plane. These perturbed rays were imaged to a CCD camera through a neutral
density (ND) filter. The ND filter was a necessary addition to the imaging setup due
to the broadband emission from the laser spark itself. The optical density of the ND
filter was selected to reduce the spark emission intensity to background levels but
still allow sufficient probe beam intensity to be incident upon the CCD array.
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Phase object
Image plane

Collimated probe beam

Beam block

Figure 3.10: Geometrical representation of a schlieren set-up. Portions of the incoming collimated probe beam is refracted by the laser spark (phase object), the
un-refracted rays are blocked by some method (knife edge or other beam block) resulting in an image where change of index of refraction is represented by brightness.

3.4

Capacitive Diagnostic

A brief description of the electrical spark length diagnostic is given to provide insight into the physical dimensions and layout of the setup. The capacitive diagnostic
(also referred to as the Ḋ diagnostic) [7] is a study running in conjunction with the
optical diagnostics and results herein are used as comparison data to the visible and
schlieren diagnostics of this study.
Figure 3.11 shows the electrical diagnostic configured on an optical table. The diagnostic chamber is constructed from two 6” diameter double ”cross”, vacuum components. The probe is mounted within the chamber by means of a custom made acrylic
mount which houses the copper tube. 1.5” anti-reflective coated windows are fitted
front and back for entrance and exit of the laser beam. Figures 3.12 and 3.13 show
the housing chamber and an illustration of the actual Ḋ diagnostic.
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Figure 3.11: Ḋ diagnostic on optical table with laser, optics and alignment rail
shown.

Tempest-10 laser operating at 266nm is used to create the plasma spark in the diagnostic chamber. Alignment is critical as the laser spark needs to be centered in
the copper cylinder lest erroneous capacitance is measured. For this reason a set of
diaphragms are used in the beam path to assure alignment as the laser is turned by
a 45◦ mirror. Laser energy measurements for this diagnostic are taken in-line, prior
to and after the laser spark, and averaged over a 100 shot period as no real-time
measurement is available with this setup.
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Figure 3.12: Diagnostic chamber.

Figure 3.13: Ḋ diagnostic illustration with acrylic mount
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Results
Analysis of the combined results from all diagnostics are evaluated in this section.
Comparisons are made between visible, electrical and refractive index spark lengths.
Laser spark plasma temperature is calculated using spectroscopic plots.

4.1

CCD Imaging

Visible spark images were obtained for SF6 gas pressures ranging from 10-60 psig and
energy ranges from ∼ 1mJ to maximum laser output in order to make a comparison
of differing f-number lens that could be potentially used for Z20 -like gas switches. Initially the electrode, attached to the trigger plate, was left installed as in the full test
switches Z20 and STB. Early images showed the presence of a ’beading’ co-located
along the laser spark, a phenomenon that at the time was an unexplained event.
Only after drilling a hole in the far electrode to allow the diverging laser beam to
pass through without impinging on the metal electrode insert1 was it discovered that
1 At

the time of writing electrode insert material is a parameter still under investigation
to determine an optimal material. Some materials studied are brass, tungsten, stainless
steel and graphite.
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the ’beads’ were due to microscopic, laser ablated, electrode insert material 2 . The
end result of this discovery led to the removal of the trigger electrode and a hole
drilled in the trigger plate to allow the laser to pass through the switch un-impeded;
this allowed observation of the laser spark without particulate electrode material
present. The ablated insert material issue was studied briefly to ascertain the suspension time of electrode material in SF6 gas. By replacing the switch gas volume
it was also observed that the first few laser induced sparks were noticeably missing
the beading along the spark length. A study was conducted to analyze the number
of laser impingements on the trigger electrode material to produce beading. Figure
4.1 shows several laser induced plasmas, with beading, at maximum laser energy for
a 1m, off-axis, focal length mirror; the original spark forming optic which early on
in switch studies was replaced with focusing lenses. Beading is a cumulative process,
gradually increasing the quantity of beads along the laser spark as the number of
laser induced breakdowns increase and the amount of electrode particulate increases.
Shown is a progression from the first shot in a new volume of SF6 gas from shot 1
through shot 600. By shot 500 the particulate matter appears to saturate the gas
and all subsequent shots appear identical, with beading density consistent, with the
exception of bead shifting along the laser axis. Beading begins to occur as soon
as the fourth breakdown in the gas volume. It was found that the suspended electrode particles, from the time of formation, remained suspended in the SF6 gas for a
time ranging from one hour to 15 hours. Maximum beading was formed by internal
triggering of the laser at a 5Hz repetition rate. The gas was then tested at timed
intervals, up to one hour and then at 15 hours, to ascertain whether beads would
still be present on the first few shots or if the particulate matter had settled out of
the gas. Up to one hour beading was still present on the first laser breakdown shot.
After settling overnight for a period of 15 hours the SF6 gas exhibited similar laser
2 Electrode

used in this study was fitted with a Tungsten insert which was the material
ablated by the spark laser.
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Figure 4.1: A series of laser induced sparks showing cumulative ’beading’ created
with maximum laser energy (26mJ) and a 1m, off-axis, focusing mirror at 50psig
SF6 gas pressure. Number of laser induced breakdowns in the gas are 1, 4, 40, 100,
300, 600. Notice the far right side of the top image where laser ablation of the trigger
electrode is plainly visible. Laser is incident from the left.

beading rates to fresh SF6 gas.
Once the trigger electrode was removed, and it was discovered that laser beading was
due to particulate matter in the SF6 gas, numbered laser shots were recorded to see
if the beading also occurred due to SF6 gas breakdown into constituent components
(SF5, F, etc.). It was found that it took close to 2000 laser breakdowns in the SF6 gas
(50psig SF6 gas pressure, 500mm focal length) to produce a ’semi-beaded’ looking
spark with a relaxation time of 4.5 hours in which subsequent laser shots produced
no beading again until 2000 more breakdowns occurred in the gas.
Whether the beads are caused by refraction of the spark generating laser due to sus-
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pended electrode particles or the beads are those same particles being vaporized by
the laser, the decision was made to study the laser plasma spark minus the trigger
electrode. Practical reasoning behind this decision is the fact that the ZR machine
will be at most taking two shots a day as compared to the number of shots required
to witness beading in the laser plasma spark with the trigger electrode installed.
Removing the suspended particles in the SF6 gas allowed for investigation of the
interaction of unpolluted SF6 gas and associated laser induced breakdown.
Following removal of the trigger electrode, images of laser induced plasma sparks
were obtained for the prescribed SF6 gas pressure range and at the full energy range
of the Tempest-10 laser. These images were then read into a Matlab [28] program
that was written to extract visible spark length in order to eliminate human error in
measurement and obtain a consistency for every image. The code is introduced in
Appendix A. The image is first read into the program as a tagged image file format
(TIFF). The image is then cropped to reduce computation time as the visible spark
occupied only a small portion of the 1530 X 1020 pixel area of the CCD in the y-axis.
The CCD array has a sensitivity of 216 (16-bit) per pixel; i.e. each pixel can have
an intensity value of 0-65536 counts, where 65536 counts is pixel saturation. Having
observed the difference in intensity of the laser spark for varying f-number lenses, it
was noticed that the most intense spark was produced with the shortest focal length
lens (500mm). Using available aperture settings on the telephoto lens and imaging distances allowed the maximum intensity value to be set for the brightest spark
imaged; intensities were typically held around 40000-50000 counts. Keeping these
settings consistent allowed for a direct comparison of decreasing intensity counts for
each increasing focal length lens utilized. Typical background levels on the CCD averaged 90 counts. To maximize sensitivity to laser spark length the cut-off threshold
was set to 150 counts (15% of the maximum intensity which was set, for consistency,
at 1000 counts for every image). The cut-off threshold is ∼ 60% greater than background levels. The results of the Matlab program correlated well with several manual
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Figure 4.2: Typical visible laser sparks, from top to bottom, for 1000mm, 750mm
and 500mm focal length lenses at 30psig SF6 gas pressure and maximum laser energy.
Laser is incident from the left. Visible spark lengths in each case are ∼25mm, 19mm
and 12mm respectively.

spark length measurements. The set of three images in figure 4.2 are typical of those
attained for each focal length lens without the trigger electrode installed.
Once the CCD and imaging lenses were in position, the first image obtained was
a distance gauge measurement. A millimeter ruled metal rod was placed in the position of the laser spark in the gas switch through the hole in the trigger plate and
through to the opposite electrode, the laser electrode, which contains a 4mm hole
for laser entrance. The rulings on the rod served two purposes. Final focusing and
adjustments to the imaging arrangement were made to bring the mm markings into
focus and optimize imaging of the laser spark. The second purpose is to utilize those
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Figure 4.3: Distance gauge image showing ruled metal rod used as gauge factor. Also
visible is the laser electrode.

same rulings to obtain a numerical value for each pixel across the 1530 pixel dimension. As each pixel is a 9µm X 9µm square, the same gauge factor applies in the
1020 pixel axis. Figure 4.3 shows a typical distance gauge image.
In addition a focus test pattern was printed and placed in the laser spark position to
verify focus. Shown in figure 4.4 is an out-of-focus and in focus test pattern image.
The Tempest-10 laser is normally operated via a remote control console that includes
a control knob for decreasing laser energy by means of lowering flashlamp intensity.
In order to achieve similar flashlamp pumping characteristics, for differing laser output energies, the laser energy was adjusted by means of a delay generator connected
to the flashlamp and Q-switch of the Tempest-10 laser which accepts external TTL
triggering signals [20]. Controlling the timing difference between the flashlamp signal
and Q-switch signal allowed laser energy to be adjusted while maintaining a constant
flashlamp intensity. Maximum laser energy corresponded to a 190µs difference between the flashlamp discharge and the Q-switched output. Experimentally it was
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Figure 4.4: Test pattern positioned in gas switch at laser spark location to further
refine focus. Pattern shown in focus (left) and out-of- focus (right).

found that minimum laser energy to produce a visible laser spark varied from 310µs
to 350µs (focal length dependent). The timing difference for the first image acquired
at each data set was set to 360µs between flashlamp and Q-switch. From 360µs
the timing difference was reduced 10µs at a time to 190µs for a total of seventeen
acquisitions at each pressure from 10-60 psig of SF6 and at each f-number lens. This
resulted in laser energies from ∼1.5mJ to maximum laser input at the gas volume
of ∼26mJ. The maximum output of the Tempest-10 is nominally 30mJ (optimal
tuning of the laser resulted in ∼32-33mJ output), however, only 26mJ are available
for laser spark generation due to the 80-20 mirror that allowed 20% of laser energy
to pass through allowing for accurate energy measurements for each image capture.
Shown in figure 4.5 are the averaged results of spark length measurements versus
averaged laser energies ranging from pre-visible to maximum laser energy for the
pressure ranges of 10-60 psig SF6 using a 500mm focal length lens. Shown in the
figure are the coefficients of variation, expressed in percent form, for the minimum
laser energy and spark length and the maximum laser energy and maximum spark
length for each focal length lens used. It can be seen that the spread in spark length
is greater at lower energies than for spark lengths at the laser’s maximum output.
Laser energy spread stayed consistent at 4% through the energy range studied. The
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average spark length versus averaged energy for both the 750mm and 1000mm focal
length lenses are shown in figures 4.6 and 4.7 with associated error bars.

For

Figure 4.5: Average visible spark length versus laser energy for pressures from 10-60
psig SF6 and 500mm focal length lens.

comparison purposes, the averaged plots of spark length for the pressure range studied is combined in figure 4.8. There are several conclusions that can be drawn from
this graph. Adding optical components (mirrors, lenses, etc.) will reduce available
laser energy available to create a spark, and in addition, as observed on Z20 , electrode debris depositions on optical components causes a degradation in laser energy.
Working from the right side of the graph, at maximum laser energy available with the
Tempest-10 and assuming a 750mm focal length lens is used, one can see that spark
length is fairly consistent at near 20mm for laser energies from maximum (∼ 25mJ)
to 13mJ. At 10mJ laser spark length decreases rapidly. At 500mm the spark length
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Figure 4.6: Average visible spark length versus laser energy for pressures from 10-60
psig SF6 and 750mm focal length lens.

is ∼ 12mm for the range of laser energies from 25mJ with the sharp decrease in
length not occurring until 5mJ. The 1000mm lens shows the decrease in length
occurring at 17mJ of laser energy. The 1000mm lens from 17mJ to the maximum of
25mJ shows a still increasing length which is similar in nature to both the 500mm
and 750mm lenses. Without more laser energy available with the Tempest-10 laser
the near constant length behavior cannot be observed as it is with the shorter focal
lengths.
The energies corresponding to ’roll-off’ points in the graphs give an indication as to
how much degradation in laser energy will still produce a spark of a given length for
a chosen focal length lens. For example, given a spark gap of 45mm, the approximate
gap distance of Z20 , a spark would need to be at least 12mm long to cover ∼ 30% of
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Figure 4.7: Average visible spark length versus laser energy for pressures from 10-60
psig SF6 and 1000mm focal length lens.

the gap. Due to optics degradation, laser energy decreases, over time, by a factor of
6 to 5mJ, the location of the roll-off point, which corresponds to the 500mm focal
length lens. The number of shots in the switch that can be achieved until the roll-off
point is reached is directly related to how long a switch can be operated continuously
without machine down-time to replace optics.
Spark length alone is not the single determining factor of the efficiency (ability to
initiate breakdown) of a laser induced plasma. The volume of a laser spark in relation
to its length is an important aspect of creating laser induced plasmas for the purpose
of triggering breakdown in a spark gap. During image acquisition certain observed
physical properties of the laser spark were readily identifiable. The most obvious
was the brightness and diameter of each spark with respect to focal length. The
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Figure 4.8: Average visible spark length versus laser energy comparison for 500, 750
and 1000mm focal length lenses in the pressure range of 10-60psig SF6 gas.

500mm lens produced a shorter, thicker and brighter visible spark at all pressures
than the other two focal length lenses. At the other end of the scale, the 1000mm
lens produced a long, thready and dim looking spark. The same Matlab code that
generated spark lengths also yielded spark area. Spark area gives an indication of the
volume of the spark. A balance between length and volume will result in an optimal
configuration of SF6 gas pressure and focal length lens for the purpose of triggering
a spark gap switch.
Of interest to note is the decreasing spread in spark length as the laser energy is
increased for the pressure range studied. Referring to figures 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7, it can
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be seen that at maximum laser energies the spread is tighter, gradually decreasing
as laser energy increases. Initial spread at low energies (fairly consistent for all three
lenses) and the spread at maximum energy (consistent for 500mm and 750mm focal
length lenses) show a sharp increase with the 1000mm lens.
Following the aforementioned modifications of the laboratory setup, energy measurements were able to be taken after the laser spark plasma formed and the remaining
laser light passed through the gas volume and out to a second energy meter (figure
3.5. These measurements give an indication of how much of the laser light is either
scattered or absorbed by the optically opaque plasma. As can be seen in figure 4.9
the ratio of laser energy out to laser energy in increases as the focal length increases.

Figure 4.9: Plot depicting ratio of spark laser energy in versus spark laser energy
measured following spark formation at switch output.

This is indicative of the focusable intensity, defined by the convergence angle θ and
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other beam quality parameters, that can be achieved for each focal length lens used.

4.2

Electrical Length

Laser spark electrical length measurements obtained by the Ḋ diagnostic are compared to those obtained visually. The electrical length is found using a combination
of electric field simulation software (Electro) and data obtained with the Ḋ probe.
The electrical or conductive length of a laser induced spark may be more indicative
of a given focal length lens ability to trigger a spark gap than visible spark measurements alone. Evidence of this has been witnessed in a few low energy test shots
on Z20 in which the laser energy was lowered to below 5mJ (500mm focal length
lens, 30psig SF6 ) and still was able to trigger the switch (albeit with greater run
time). At this laser energy level a spark would not be visible; this result is indicative
that visible spark length is only an indicator of relative performance. Results of Ḋ
diagnostic length measurements with 500mm and 750mm are shown plotted along
with the visible length measurements for comparison in figures 4.10 and 4.11.

As

can be seen in figure 4.10 the conductive length of the 500mm spark shows a 70%
increase in length as compared to the visible length at 25mJ but has the same rolloff point at approximately 5mJ at ∼10mm of length. The 750mm focal length lens
shows different behavior in the greater rise in slope as energy increases compared to
the visible measurement, but similarities exist in the roll-off point at 10mJ, whereas
the visible roll-off point is near 13mJ. The percent difference between electrical and
visible is 68% at 25mJ which is comparable to the 70% seen for the 500mm. Time
constraints precluded data using a 1000mm focal length lens from being obtained
and evaluated. A point of consideration is that the electrical lengths were acquired at
10psig of SF6 gas with 100 shot averages at energy increments of 5mJ, starting from
5mJ, to the Tempest-10 maximum of 30mJ. No error bar estimations are available
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Figure 4.10: Ḋ probe electrical spark length plotted with corresponding visible spark
length measurements vs. laser energy for 500mm focal length lens.

for the electrical length measurements while the error of 4% for the laser energy (the
same Tempest-10 is used) is the same as previously reported as is the error for the
visible length. Comparisons at greater pressures are needed to determine if the same
percentage increase is observed through the desired pressure range. If the difference
in electrical length and visible length were to hold constant for all pressures then
the diagnostic of visible length could be used, multiplied by a constant, to give an
effective spark length.
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Figure 4.11: Ḋ probe electrical spark length plotted with corresponding visible spark
length measurements vs. laser energy for 750mm focal length lens.

4.3

Spectroscopy

Spectroscopic measurements of the laser induced plasma spark were obtained, utilizing a 500mm focal length lens in 50 psig SF6 gas, using the aforementioned Andor
iStar CCD camera and Shamrock spectrograph. Spectra were obtained from the UV
(∼200nm) to the near infrared region, ∼1200nm, in order to capture a maxima from
the broadband emission of the laser induced spark. Initially the goal was to survey
the spectral emission in search of predominant spectral lines of emission or absorption for SF6 gas and its breakdown products of fluorine, SF5− or contaminants such
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as hydrogen or nitrogen. As was the case with previous SF6 spectroscopy studies [5]
only a featureless curve in the form of a background continuum, was observed with
no evidence of spectral emission lines or absorption.
The data output data of the camera was in the form of response/intensity, given in
counts, versus position on the 1024 pixel CCD array. In order to convert pixel position to the corresponding wavelength a gauge factor of nm per pixel was obtained
by calibration utilizing several pen lamps with known emission lines. Mercury (Hg),
Neon (Ne) and a Mercury-Argon (HgAr) mixture, were some of the pen lamps used.
Rotating the grating was accomplished by means of an attached micrometer which set
the grating angle and therefore the center wavelength. From this grating wavelength
progression a factor of .2702nm/pixel was calculated using the HgAr pen lamp. This
gauge factor is applied to the output data of the CCD array. The center wavelength
is adjusted on the micrometer setting. Along with each data set for the laser spark
emission spectrum, pen lamp spectra are taken with the same settings. Small shifts
of the entire wavelength scale are performed. These small shifts arise from the error
in setting the micrometer dial. Spectra can then be plotted as wavelength versus the
response due to the incident light upon the CCD via the spectrometer grating.
The dispersion element used in the spectrometer was a 300 line/mm grating blazed at
500nm which allowed ∼280nm wavelength range to be acquired each shot; ∼140nm
either side of the center wavelength. Higher resolution gratings, i.e. 500 lines/mm
and 1200 lines/mm, were fielded as well. No emission lines were observed, therefore
the coarser grating was utilized for most of the data obtained. A 70mm focal length
UV lens focused the image of the laser spark perpendicular to the 50µm wide, 3mm
height entrance slit of the spectrometer. A UV grade fused silica window on the
outside of the switch enabled optical transmission from ∼200nm into the infra-red
at ∼2500nm. The relative quantum efficiency for this grating, as reported in ??,
drops significantly from 50 at 400nm to 5 at 250nm. Thus, spectral emission into
the far UV range is severely hampered by the grating used. The detection system
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consists of the Shamrock spectrometer (163mm focal length, aperture ratio of f/3.6
and a wavelength resolution of 0.17nm), the grating, the window port on the switch
and the lens used to focus the spark image on the entrance slit of the spectrometer.
Due to the wavelength dependent detection efficiency of the grating, a 75W Xenon
lamp and a 300W Tungsten lamp, with calibrations of the spectral response traceable
to NIST, were used as sources to calibrate the detector response from ∼180nm to
∼1100nm. Based on the grating used and calibrated responses of the lamp sources,
spectra obtained below 250nm and above 800nm were discarded. The Excel spread
sheet generated a list of wavelengths and associated responses in .2702nm increments.
Both Xenon and Tungsten are elements whose emission spectra are well documented.
Calibration laboratories provide wavelength versus intensity tables against a NIST
certified sample. As can be seen in table 4.1 calibration wavelengths provided by
the NIST certified calibration lab for the Xenon lamp cover only a small portion of
the desired wavelength range and are in increments much larger than the .2702nm
increments attained for the 75W Xenon and 300W Tungsten lamps with the spectrometer used in this experiment.

In order to generate a composite plot of NIST

calibration wavelengths, with matching wavelength increments generated by the actual spectrometer response to the lamp sources, a Mathematica program (Appendix
A) was written using the NIST wavelengths and intensities provided as a basis to
generate a curve fitting equation. This equation, a 6th order polynomial, was then
used to create a complete response curve for the full range of wavelengths of interest in matching increments of .2702nm. Figure 4.12 shows the plot with the NIST
numbers represented as circles.
The same method was used for the 300W Tungsten lamp as well. The NIST calibration values for the spectral radiance at specific wavelengths for the 300W Tungsten
are shown in table 4.2. Figure 4.13 shows the plot generated by the Mathematica
equation with the circles representing tungsten NIST values.
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λ (nm)
280
290
300
310
320
330
340
350
400
450
500
555
600

Spectral Irradiance
2.452
2.901
3.250
3.591
3.938
4.193
4.482
4.749
5.985
6.782
6.426
6.359
6.179

Table 4.1: Epply Laboratories lab calibration wavelengths for Xenon lamp operated
at a distance of 50cm at 5.4 amperes.

Figure 4.12: Mathematica generated equation shown as plot line connecting circles
representing NIST wavelengths (x-axis) and irradiance (y-axis) for xenon.
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λ (nm)
250
260
270
280
290
300
310
320
330
340
350
400
450
500
555
600
654.6
700
800

Spectral Irradiance
0.02
0.036
0.06
0.094
0.144
0.214
0.303
0.414
0.555
0.729
0.953
2.66
5.476
9.092
13.57
17.38
21.53
24.36
28.55

Table 4.2: Epply Laboratories transmission curve for a Tungsten lamp operated at
a distance of 50cm at 6.20 amperes.

Tungsten has an appreciable response starting in the visible spectrum from 400nm
to a maximum response at 1050nm while the Xenon lamp provides good response
from the ultraviolet at 280nm into the middle of the visible spectrum at 600nm.
Combining the two plots of Mathematica generated responses and wavelengths resulted in a response curve derived directly from calibrated NIST values which cover
the broad range of wavelengths of interest.
Once both plots were obtained, one for the detection system (spectrometer, grating,
window, etc.) response to the calibration lamps and those derived from the NIST
values, the detection system response was divided by the NIST values and normalized. This provided an overall calibrated spectrometer response to spectra emitted in
the range of wavelengths from 250nm to the selected cut off of 800nm and is shown
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Figure 4.13: Mathematica generated equation shown as plot line connecting circles
representing NIST wavelengths (x-axis) and irradiance (y-axis) for tungsten.

in figure 4.14.
Having calibrated the spectrometer for a spectral region of interest, laser induced
spark emission was collected for a several shots using a 500mm focal length lens into
50psig of SF6 gas. The grating was adjusted to cover the range of interest. Several
shots were taken at each micrometer setting and averaged. A pen lamp calibration
was performed to calibrate the wavelength scale for each setting. This procedure was
repeated at several micrometer settings. The spectra were then plotted together to
yield a total laser spark response as shown in figure 4.15. As can be seen in the plot,
strong emission at the Tempest-10 harmonics (266nm and 532nm) are observable
in the range of interest. Although not shown, the 1064nm (fundamental harmonic)
spectral line was detected in the infrared region although no continuum was observed.
The CCD detector was often saturated by the 532 nm green laser light. The emission from the laser spark is seen as the continuum in the background rising to a peak
between 450nm and 500nm. In order to evaluate the blackbody radiation without
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Figure 4.14: Normalized Xe and W combined calibration response for the wavelength
range of 250nm to 800nm

the laser harmonics a plot from points immediately following the 266nm spike and
just prior to the 532nm saturation area was created and shown in figure 4.16. The
data range of points within this region are enough to observe the blackbody peak
and to generate, utilizing these points, a curve fitting function that represented the
full range of interest from 250nm to 800nm without harmonic peaks. The function
plotted over the blackbody emission is shown in figure 4.17. Spark response shown
is not yet corrected for wavelength dependent detection efficiency.
The laser induced spark response must be normalized against the calibration response to obtain the true location of the laser spark emission peak. The calibrated
laser induced spark response is shown in figure 4.18. Due to the poor response efficiency of the spectrometer in the UV regime, response below 400nm is dominated
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by noise, however, a response peak is observed above 400nm. Generating a fitting
function that conformed to the spark response and taking the derivative returned
the peak spark wavelength of 495nm. Using this wavelength and solving the Planck
radiation formula, given by equation 4.1, results in a spark temperature of 4628◦ K
or approximately .39eV .
µ
Sλ =

2hc2
λ5

¶Ã

1

!
(4.1)

hc
exp( λkT
)−1

Figure 4.15: Normalized laser induced spark response. Laser harmonics are visible
at 266nm and heavily saturated at 532nm.
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Figure 4.16: Blackbody continuum in the region between 266nm and 532nm.

In other spectroscopic studies, conducted with SF6 gas, fluorine lines have been observed. The experimental parameters differ enough that comparison between spectra
found in this experiment and others would be futile. However, the results of spectra
found by Blanks et. al. [29] will mentioned as an aside. The SF6 spectrum was
studied by [29] in the range from 200nm to 600nm using a crossed electron beam-gas
beam apparatus. A high energy electron beam is fired perpendicularly through SF6
gas streaming from a multicapillary orifice. The emission spectrum was produced by
these electrons result in a broad continuum from 200nm to 320nm and several line
emissions from 350nm to 400nm, the strongest of which is centered at 366.8nm.
The only comparison data available, with near identical experimental parameters, is
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Figure 4.17: Gaussian fit shown over blackbody radiation emission of a laser induced
spark response.

spectra obtained by [5]. Previously referenced, with respect to laser parameters, the
gas switching study by Woodworth et. al. also obtained spectra from SF6 gas at
high pressures (atm. to 3500 Torr) from a UV wavelength (248nm), laser induced,
gas breakdown. The spectra obtained by Woodworth et. al. found no predominant
fluorine lines and was similar in nature to this experiments spectra; a broad, featureless, blackbody continuum stretching to 600nm preceded by a large peak due to
the incident spark generating laser at 248nm. Further spectroscopic investigation is
warranted deeper into the UV region and with more variation in parameters such
as pressure and f-number lens. These further experiments would shed light onto the
question of when and if lines due to SF6 breakdown constituents, such as fluorine,
becomes noticeable. In addition spectroscopic studies of a laser plasma with both
electrodes installed and the associated laser beading occurring would determine if
the beads are scattered green light from the spark laser or if the beads are vaporized electrode material. The difference in switching characteristics either way are
unknown at this time.
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Figure 4.18: Calibrated response of a laser induced spark in 50psig SF6 created with
a 500mm focal length lens.

In previous work [30] of arc plasmas in SF6, a plasma temperature of 4500K gives an
electrical conductivity of ∼900Sm−1 . Resistivity being the inverse of conductivity
results in a value of 1E-3Ω − m. Using this resistivity to calculate the RC time
L
associated with the laser plasma’s resistivity, length and diameter by Cη gives a
A
value of ∼4ns, where C is the capacitance associated with the spark gap electrode
capacitance (∼2pF), η is the spark resistance, L is spark length and A is spark area.
This time constant does not take into consideration the time required for breakdown
to occur for the remainder of the gap between the laser plasma and the electrodes,
nor does it take into account the reduction in resistivity due to resistive heating of
the plasma during electrical breakdown. Observed closure time of the full switch in
the Z20 test bed is on the order of 12ns.
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The Spitzer resistivity model is one which assumes a fully ionized plasma where e
is electron charge, m is electron mass, ε0 is the permittivity of free space, K is the
Boltzmann constant, T is the plasma temperature given in eV and ln Λ is multiplicative factor shown by Spitzer to be the cumulative effect of small angle collisions;
regardless of the type of plasma, the value of ln Λ is sufficiently accurate when chosen
to be 10 [31].
η=

√
πe2 m
3

(4πε0 )2 (KT ) 2

ln Λ

(4.2)

The Saha equation [31] is valid for weakly ionized plasmas. Saha’s equation gives
the fractional degree of ionization of the plasma. Due to the low ionization level of
the laser spark plasma, calculated using the Saha equation, of 10−16 , Spitzer’s model
is not valid for use in this study to determine electrical conductivity. The Braginskii
model [32] is used to calculate the conductive channel radial expansion and resulting
drop in resistivity, assuming an initial conductivity, based on a Spitzer calculated
resistivity. It is used by Martin, et. al. [33], using and Andreev and Orlov’s work
[34], with currents in the kA regime evaluating spark channels in SF6 .

4.4

Laser Schlieren

Experiments measuring the change in refractive index of the SF6 gas due to the
laser induced plasma spark were accomplished by means of a laser schlieren setup.
The initial setup consisted of a second Tempest-10 laser used as the schlieren probe
source. The laser was operated with the fourth harmonic generating crystal removed
followed by a set of 532nm dichroic mirrors to remove the unwanted 1064nm fundamental wavelength. This arrangement allowed for greater intensity laser light from
the 532nm output to be used as the schlieren probe beam. Greater intensity was
required as the laser spark emission through the 4f imaging portion of the schlieren
setup saturated the CCD. Neutral density filters were required to bring the laser
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spark light emission on the CCD down to background levels. Doing this required
increasing the probe beam intensity to achieve CCD response levels sufficiently above
the background noise.
Timing measurements using two photodiodes were taken between the spark producing laser and the probe beam in order to establish a zero-time. Zero-time between the
spark laser and probe beam was defined by matching the FWHM point of the rising
edge of each waveform and is shown in figure 4.19. The photodiode signals indicated

Figure 4.19: Photodiode signals of the spark inducing laser at 4ns FWHM and the
probe beam at 20ns FWHM.

that the pulse width of the probe beam was 20ns (at FWHM). Further investigation
revealed that the laser in use as a probe beam was in fact a special order model
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with the pulse width designed to be 20-30ns. An additional Tempest-10 laser was
obtained with a 5-6ns pulse width at 532nm that was used for all additional shots. A
timing diagram of the new probe laser and spark laser is shown in figure 4.20. Early

Figure 4.20: Photodiode signals of the spark inducing laser at 4ns FWHM and the
probe beam at 6ns FWHM.

schlieren shots revealed that gradients orthogonal to the spark producing laser were
unresolvable in the time scale (1-5ns) of interest resulting in gradients that were visible but with not enough definitive structure to analyze. From these images, changes
in the refractive index in the orthogonal direction were not able to be separated and
measured. An example of a zero-time schlieren image is shown in figure 4.21. What
is observed from early time schlieren images is that refractive index gradients, in the
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Figure 4.21: Zero time schlieren image showing refractive index length and unresolvable gradients orthogonally.

direction of propagation of the incident spark laser, form a strongly visible image
from which a spark length can be calculated. By measuring this length, an effective
length denoted by the change in index of refraction, can be directly compared to
all previous spark length diagnostics. Visible spark lengths obtained at 30psig using a 500mm focal length lens are shown compared to the schlieren lengths found
with the same parameters in figure 4.22. Schlieren images were obtained for the full
range of spark laser energy and length calculated with the same Matlab code used to
calculate visible spark lengths. With the exception of a displacement towards lower
lengths the schlieren spark lengths show a near identical rise and curve shape as the
visible images. This is important as it shows that all the diagnostics report much the
same shape and curvature of the spark length versus laser energy indicating a level
of diagnostic sensitivity. The schlieren images show a decreased sensitivity to spark
length rendering the technique the least sensitive of the optical diagnostics used in
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Figure 4.22: Calculated spark length comparison of visible length versus schlieren
length for 500mm focal length lens into 30psig SF6 gas

this study.
In addition shadowgraphic images provided further structural details of the laser
plasma spark. It is with shadowgraph images that the first discernable information
in the form of a shock wave propagating both on-axis and orthogonally from the
laser spark can be seen as in figure 4.23. This shock wave is only first becoming
visible ∼75ns after the spark is created in the SF6 gas. The accompanying schlieren
image for the same time frame does not reveal resolvable gradients and the structure
from zero-time doesn’t change until much later time scales on the order of 100’s of
microseconds when the shock waves are imaged as can be seen in the figures 4.24.
Although these images provide information on shock wave formation in the SF6 gas
after a laser pulse, the time frame is much too long to provide useful information
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Figure 4.23: Shadowgraph of laser induced spark at 75ns after laser pulse. The
background of the image is due to spatial variations in the probe laser intensity and
dust particles on the optics.

during the formative spark formation time scale of 5ns.

Figure 4.24: Schlieren images of laser induced plasma shock wave expanding outward
at times 730µs and 1530µs after laser pulse.
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Summary
Three separate optical diagnostic techniques were used to analyze the formation of
an UV laser induced plasma spark in high pressure (one to four atmospheres) SF6
gas utilizing varying focal length lenses. In addition, a capacitive diagnostic giving
an effective electrical length of the laser induced spark was utilized for spark length
comparison. The results of the diagnostics provided information regarding the laser
plasma spark, spark channel length being the most important parameter in switch
triggering, and insight into the triggering mechanism utilized in high-voltage, highcurrent gas switches.
The analysis of the results leads to several conclusions regarding the laser plasma
spark and its formation. From the visible spark imaging and the schlieren diagnostic,
plasma spark lengths for SF6 gas pressures ranging from 10-60psig, laser energy from
2mJ to 25mJ and for three different focal length lenses were found and compared.
In addition an estimated plasma spark temperature, for a typical spark within the
specified parameters, was found. Knowing the plasma temperature, approximated
at ∼4600 K or .4eV , allowed for an electrical conductivity, based on previous work,
to be estimated at ∼900Sm−1 .
Combining the results from all four diagnostics allows, from a design perspective,
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an optimal focal length lens to be chosen for a given laser triggered spark gap with
respect to parameters such as gap distance, gas pressure and available laser energy.
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A.1

Matlab Code
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3/24/07 8:37 PM

C:\MATLAB7\work\scanimg2.m

function [volume] = scanimg()
thresh = .15;
maxval=1000;
for v=1:3
img = imread(['pic (' num2str(v-1) ').tif']);
imgcrop = img(200:800,:);
length = size(imgcrop);
imgbin = imgcrop;
imgbin(find(imgcrop < maxval* thresh)) = 0;
imgbin(find(imgcrop >= maxval* thresh)) = 1;
maxrun = 0;
maxline = 0;
for i = 1:(length(1)-30)
runlength = 0;
for j=1:length(2)
for x=i:i+30
if (imgbin(x,j) == 1)
runlength = runlength + 1;
break;
end
end
end
if (runlength > maxrun)
maxrun = runlength;
maxline = i;
end
end
volume(v,1)=maxrun;
volume(v,2)=maxline;
end
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